Introduction
Fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) allows the detection of specific DNA sequences in intact cells and chromosomes. It enables selective staining of various sequences in interphase nuclei and therefore the detection, analysis and quantification of specific numerical and structural chromosomal abnormalities within these nuclei. FISH is a widespread and diversely applied technology. The fields of biology in which FISH is employed include karyotype analysis, gene mapping, DNA replication and recombination, clinical diagnosis and monitoring of disease and radiation dosimetry (Carter, 1996) . Digital microscopy in FISH allows the application of image analysis techniques for automation of time-consuming tasks such as dot counting. Dot counting, the enumeration of signals (also called dots or spots) within the nuclei, is considered as one of the most important applications of FISH, as the dots in the image represent the inspected chromosomes. The conventional approach (Netten et al., 1997) to automatic dot counting relies on an auto-focusing mechanism that analyses three-dimensional (3D) information of cells contained in the specimen in order to select thè sharpest' image along the Z-axis. This mechanism has to be activated for each and every field-of-view (FOV). Employing an auto-focusing mechanism, however, suffers from a number of problems. First, automatic acquisition is dependent upon finding the`sharpest' image. It can fail, however, if the mechanism focuses on a source of noise such as debris or background fluorescence, or if the FOV is empty (Netten et al., 1996 (Netten et al., , 1997 . Therefore, subsequent manual inspection for discarding such images is sometimes inevitable. Second, even if the`sharpest' image is indeed found, it can only represent a section of a 3D-image, where signals in other sections which are above or below that section do not participate in the analysis. Third, automatic focusing has been found to be time-consuming. Almost 10 seconds are required to complete auto-focusing of one FOV (Netten et al., 1997) , which is between 50% and 75% of the total time needed for analysing that FOV. Finally, research (Netten et al., 1997) shows that auto-focusing contributes about 3% of the total 11% error rate of the analysis.
We suggest basing FISH dot counting on a neural network (NN) classifier discriminating between in-and out-of-focus images taken at different focal planes of the same FOV (Fig. 1) as an alternative to the use of autofocusing mechanism. Images at different focal planes of a specific FOV compose a stack of images that represents this FOV. Each stack image is analysed and its signals are classified by the NN as valid data or artefacts. Focused signals have characteristics of valid signals and they are classified as`reals'. Unfocused signals and signals created by background fluorescence or due to overlap between different fluorophores located in different focal planes are classified as`artefacts'. Following the discrimination of valid signals and artefacts in each stack image, the image that contains no artefacts is selected as the in-focus image to represent the stack (FOV), whereas the other stack out-offocus images are rejected. The procedure is then repeats itself for other FOVs until the entire slide is covered or the required number of (in-focus) images (or nuclei) are collected (Fig. 2a) . Proportion estimation of the number of cells having specific numbers of signals can be then performed using these images as in auto-focusing-based dot counting methods (Castleman & White, 1995; Netten et al., 1997) . Training of the NN for this classification task is implemented along similar guidelines but it is performed off line (Fig. 2b) . During training, large numbers of measured signals and their corresponding labels are employed to train the classifier to distinguish between real signals and artefacts. However, as the system is required to classify valid signals and artefacts, its ability to discriminate between focused and unfocused signals should be more accurate than that of the discriminating element of a system employing an auto-focusing mechanism, as the latter encounters only valid signals. Moreover, signal labels needed for classifier training should be interactively extracted with the aid of an expert cytogeneticist. Therefore, the proposed system depends upon three components: well-discriminating signal representation, a highly accurate classifier to distinguish between valid and artefact signal data, and a graphical environment for image labelling.
In previous work (Lerner et al., 2001a, b) we explored the first two components. In the present work we develop the third component: GELFISH 2 a Graphical Environment for Labelling FISH images. GELFISH presents FISH images and provides the expert cytogeneticist with an environment to label signals by their classes and to reject nuclei which are unanalysable. Labelling the signals as`reals' or`artefacts' should be performed accurately as both training and evaluation of the classifier depend upon the labels. Following image labelling, classifier training can be completed off line (Fig. 2b) and dot counting for the specimen can be performed on line (Fig. 2a) . Finally, as signal classification requires the analysis of many FISH images, an emphasis in designing GELFISH is put on (a) enabling an efficient image labelling procedure which is completed quickly, and (b) providing a simple, user-friendly environment.
In this paper, we first review our methodology of FISH image acquisition and analysis, as well as signal representation and classification. We then describe the design goals, structure and implementation of GELFISH and provide results of image labelling using GELFISH. Finally, we give concluding remarks for the work and suggest a classifierbased dot counting system controlled by GELFISH.
Materials and methods

Slide preparation
Interphase nuclei preparations from amniotic fluid were made using the method developed by Klinger et al. (1992) with minor modifications. 1±2 mL of amniotic fluid were centrifuged and the cell pellet washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) warmed to 37 8C. The cells were resuspended in 75 mm potassium chloride (KCl) and put directly on to slides coated with APES (Sigma,) and incubated at 37 8C for 15 min. Evaporation of PBS was compensated with filtered distilled water. Excess fluid was carefully removed and replaced with 100 mL of 3% Carnoys fixative, 70% 75 mm KCl at room temperature for 5 min. The excess fluid was A LDEN carefully removed and five drops of fresh fixative were dropped on to the cell area. Slides were briefly dried on a 60 8C hotplate, and then either used immediately for hybridization or dehydrated through an alcohol series and stored at 2 20 8C until required.
Hybridization
Target areas were marked on the slides using a diamond tipped scribe. Target DNA was denatured by immersing in 70% formamide : 30% 2x saline±sodium citrate buffer (SSC) at 73 8C for 5 min 10 mL of probe mix containing spectrum orange LSI 21 and spectrum green LSI 13 (Vysis, UK) were applied to the target area and a coverslip placed over the probe solution. Coverslips were sealed using rubber cement and slides placed in a pre-warmed humidified container in a 37 8C incubator for 16 h. Coverslips were removed and slides washed in 0.4xSSC/0.3%NP-40 detergent solution at 73 8C for 2 min. Slides were then placed in 2xSSC/0.1% NP-40 solution at room temperature for 1 min. When completely dried 10 mL of DAPI II counterstain (Vysis) were applied to the target area and sealed under a coverslip.
Instrumentation and screening procedure
Slides were screened under a Zeiss Axioplan epifluorescence microscope using a Zeiss Â 100 objective. Signals were viewed using Vysis DAPI/green/orange triple bandpass filter set and images acquired using a CCD camera (Photometrics CH250/A,) and SmartCapture software (Vysis). Red and green signals, corresponding to chromosomes 21 and 13, respectively, were seen on blue DAPI stained nuclei. As acquiring stacks of images for the different FOVs is a relatively demanding task, in this work we follow a simpler procedure. Slides were scanned by starting in the upper left corner of the coverslip and moving from top to bottom. The focus and colour ratios were adjusted for the first captured image from each slide, and then kept at those values for all the following images from that particular slide. Images were captured by stopping at random intervals along the slide. Utilizing this acquisition procedure and assuming (almost) uniform distribution of signals along the Z-axis, we captured an arbitrary mix of in-and out-of-focus images without literally collecting stacks of images. For the purpose of evaluating the classification of focused and unfocused signals this procedure provides the desired example images cheaply and quickly, but for testing the entire system in dot counting ( Fig. 2a) stacks of images will be acquired. A total of 400 in-and out-of-focus images were collected from five slides, stored in TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) format and used for image labelling (see`Results').
Multi-spectral FISH image analysis
In FISH preparation, multiple probes, labelled by different fluorophores, are frequently employed in combination. In the current study, for example, chromosomes 13 and 21 are detected as green and red signals, respectively, whereas the nuclei are indicated by blue ( Fig. 1 ). Much previous analysis (see e.g. Netten et al., 1997) converts colour information into a grey-intensity scale, and FISH image analysis is then based on brightness contrast. However, difficulties encountered during the analysis of intensity-based FISH images can be avoided if colour information is maintained and the nuclei and signals are analysed using the different channels of the colour (red±green±blue, RGB) image (Castleman & White, 1995; Lerner et al. 2001a, b) .
(DAPI) nuclei are analysed here in the blue channel of the RGB image, whereas red (spectrum orange; chromosome 21) and green (spectrum green; chromosome 13) signals are analysed separately in the red and green channels, respectively. Image segmentation is performed separately on each of the three different channels of the RGB image using global thresholds. Finding`good' global thresholds in the RGB image is straightforward compared with thresholding an intensity image, as the channels contain no background pixels and only blue (red, green) objects are found in the blue (red, green) channel. Also, for these reasons, moderate changes in the threshold values barely affect the overall accuracy of image analysis. In this work, threshold values of 0.5 and 0.8 of the maximum channel intensity are found suitable for the segmentation of signals and nuclei, respectively. Finally, multispectral FISH image analysis is beneficial not only to facilitate pre-processing and segmentation, but also to yield colour-based features (see`Signal feature measurement') that contribute to more efficient signal classification.
Signal feature measurement
A set of features is measured from the RGB image for each of the segmented signals to be classified. Features that are measured include area (a size measure), eccentricity (a shape measure), total and average channel intensities (intensity measures) and intensity standard deviation (texture measure). All but the last feature have been suggested previously (Netten et al., 1996) to represent signals, albeit measured using the intensity image. We also measure the maximum and average hue (colour measures), as they are more appropriate for coloured signal discrimination than RGB-based features. Hue features can be measured only if colour information is kept, and the RGB image is converted into HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) format (e.g. by computing hue arctan2(3 (Ohta, 1985) , where R, G and B are the intensities in the red, green and blue channels, respectively). In addition, we measure the signal average grey intensity, I 1 (R 1 G 1 B)/3. These eight features are listed and numbered in Table 1 to facilitate their identification in the rest of the paper.
Signal classification
Classification in the common procedure of automatic dot counting (Netten et al., 1996 (Netten et al., , 1997 ) is restricted to singleprobe signals and simple cases, and is limited in performance (Lerner et al. 2001a, b) . In the classification procedure proposed here, low-(usually three) dimensional patterns based on signal features that have been evaluated as well-discriminative are examined. Among these features are the signal average channel intensity, average grey intensity (I 1 ), maximum hue and average hue. The patterns, representing signals of the spectrum orange and spectrum green probes, are classified into four classes ±`real red', artefact red',`real green' and`artefact green'. Within thè artefact' classes we expect to find unfocused and overlap signals, and signals which are the result of background fluorescence. These signals will have patterns with different values of features than those of valid signals (compare e.g. Figs 1a and b) , and hence will be classified as artefacts. The classifier is a two-layer perceptron NN trained by the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm (detailed descriptions of NNs and learning algorithms for NNs can be found in Bishop (1995) , Chapters 4 and 7, respectively). Classification is based on the approximation of the two-layer perceptron outputs to the a posteriori probabilities for the classes. Labels for the patterns as belonging to one of the four classes are needed to train and evaluate the classifier, and they are obtained using GELFISH, as described in detail in the next two sections.
GELFISH
Design goals
To train a signal classifier, which is the basis of the suggested dot counting system, labels for the signals should Therefore, the main design goal was the development of an environment that enables rejecting unsuitable nuclei and labelling signals as valid or artefact. In addition, the environment needed to be simple to operation and userfriendly. We looked for the simplest functional design, which when implemented requires the minimum effort from the user to complete image labelling. Bearing in mind that the user can be required to label hundreds of images, we designed the environment to include only few operations involving as few buttons and menus as possible. In addition, we planned the environment to provide clear feedback for each user operation. More specifically, the design specifications were:
X build an environment to label FISH signals and use the same environment to reject unanalysable nuclei;
X provide the user with all the functions necessary to complete FISH image labelling in a way similar to the manual procedure he/she is used to;
X design a very simple-to-operate environment with as few as possible push-buttons, list-boxes and menus;
X avoid transforming image scale, brightness or colour and keep images intact and exactly as the user knows them;
X maintain a similar appearance for all the environment buttons;
X minimize the number of operations needed to accomplish the task;
X avoid the use of the keyboard; instead, enable the implementation of all the operations using the mouse alone;
X minimize the requested input from the user; X provide feedback for each and every user operation and display the results of image labelling continuously;
X limit the presentation of textual information; X allow backtracking (using Undo function); X allow flexibility in the order in which the user performs tasks;
X ensure the system is fail-safe Structure GELFISH has been designed according to the previous specifications. It is adaptive in size and changes from image to image according to the image size. Thus, the images are displayed without any scale transformation and exactly as they were viewed and captured within the cytogenetic lab. GELFISH consists of several groups of objects as shown in Fig. 3 . The first group contains only one object ± a list-box that displays the names of the images to be analysed. A scroll bar is utilized to navigate among the images, and clicking on a specific name displays the corresponding image.
The second group of objects includes two identical FISH images. The original image (on the left-hand side of Fig. 3) is labelled by the user, and the results are superimposed to create the labelled image on the right. The labelled image provides the user with feedback about the accuracy of their operations and the success of the procedure. We use two replicas of the same image because superimposing labels on the original image, especially when the image contains many signals, will obscure the data and interrupt the procedure. However, for very large images (e.g. 1024 Â 1024) only one replica is employed for both the labelling and feedback.
In the third group of objects we find three classes of push-buttons ± those for labelling signals, those for rejecting nuclei and those serving a more general purpose. The first button,`Signals', of the first class of buttons (located on the left-hand side of the environment, Fig. 3 ), activates signal labelling. After this button is clicked, the pointer of the mouse changes its shape, whenever it is over the left image, from the standard arrow shape to a custom shape. The custom shape is based on a shaded square with a transparent centre (`hot spot'), which was found to be more efficient in enclosing and isolating a signal from its background. Using this pointer, the user selects each of the signals and labels it as one of the four classes by choosing the corresponding button:`Real Green',`Real Red', Artefact Green' orÀrtefact Red'. After selecting a signal, the pointer shape turns into a cross-hair when moving over the labelling buttons to alert the user to the fact that the mouse is in the right place to click on. The two`Real' buttons are coloured in bright green and bright red and the twò Artefact' buttons in dull green and dull red to imitate artefact colours. However, the user can change the colours of the buttons as desired very easily. Small squares, each in the colour of the corresponding labelling button, are overlaid on the signals in the labelled image to provide the user with feedback about the results of their labelling and to avoid re-labelling of signals. In the case of a split signal, which should be counted as one signal, the user is urged to click the`Split' button immediately after labelling that signal in order to record this fact. The second class of push-buttons (located between the two images) is designated for rejecting unanalysable nuclei. To activate the rejection the user first selects`Nuclei'. Then, just as with the first class of push-buttons, the user selects a nucleus that they wish to reject, and immediately afterwards a push-button that represents the reason for the rejection ±`Overlapping',`Irregular Shape',`Cytoplasm', Background Fluorescence',`No Signals' or`Other' (seè Design goals'). Following the selection of the`Other' button, a dialog box appears that allows the user to describe any other reason for rejecting that nucleus. After selecting a nucleus, the pointer shape, similar to the situation during signal labelling, turns into a cross-hair when moving over the rejection buttons to alert the user to the fact that the mouse is in the right place to click on. Each rejected nucleus receives a number in the labelled image so the user can track the rejection process and avoid re-rejection of nuclei. Finally, to shorten the length of the labelling process, it is possible to choose an operation mode where there is no need to provide a reason for rejecting a nucleus. In this mode of operation, the process duration is determined solely by the number of signals within the image.
The third class of push-buttons includes four buttons for general operations. The first button,Àccept', is used at the end of the analysis of each image in order to accept labelling and rejecting results. Following the selection of this button the user is alerted if either signal labelling or nuclei rejection is missing. TheÀccept' button also opens the list-box for selecting a new image. The box was closed immediately after displaying the image in order to prevent the user from moving accidentally to another image before accepting the results of the current image. The`Open' button, however, allows the opening of the image list-box at any time if the user for some reason prefers to leave the current image (without saving the results) in favour of another image. The third button in this group is`Undo'. This button enables reversibility in both nuclei rejection and signal labelling, which is difficult to implement, but it is always appreciated by users. Finally, the last button in this class is`Close', which closes the interface.
The list-box and each of the push-buttons of each of the classes become inactive after their use to prevent unintentional operation. Each button, however, is re-opened by its preceding operation. In addition,`Open' re-activates the procedure by opening the list-box.
Finally, two means of providing guidance and textual feedback are supported by GELFISH. The main method is using framed text, which instructs the user towards the next Labelled Image step of the procedure and also provides some feedback for selections made by the user. The second method is a status bar at the bottom of the interface, which either briefly summarizes instructions or supplies the user with some short reminders and recommendations. Figure 4 depicts the flow of operations in GELFISH.
Implementation
GELFISH was written using Matlab 5 (q 1999, The MathWorks, Inc.,) under the Linux (Redhat) operating system. Matlab is a high-performance language for technical computing, which integrates computation, visualization and programming in an easy-to-use working environment. In addition, Matlab provides a set of high-level graphic routines and an object-orientated graphics system. Using these facilities we can create menus, push-buttons, text boxes and other user interface devices that allow the implementation of GELFISH. GELFISH was written similarly to other Matlab programs. A Matlab figure was used as the basic graphic environment. Push-buttons, list-boxes, texts, images are all objects within this environment. Each object has many parameters such as position, size and colour that determine its appearance, and by changing them we can manipulate the objects within the figure as desired and very easily.
Results
Figure 5 shows GELFISH screen following the completion of image labelling. A FISH image used for labelling is shown on the left and the results of labelling on the right. Rejected nuclei in the labelled image are indicated by numbers, Fig. 4 . A flow chart of GELFISH. Terms in brackets are those of the list-box and pushbuttons that are used to perform the tasks (see Fig. 3 ). whereas labelled signals are marked by small squares in the same colours as those of the buttons (classes) the user has selected for labelling. In the example in Fig. 5 , one nucleus (number 1) is rejected as it has no signals (`No Signals') and two other nuclei (numbers 2 and 3) are rejected as they contain only the cytoplasm (`Cytoplasm'). In each of the two other nuclei, there are two pairs of valid signals of each colour as expected for a normal cell. Following a few minutes of practising using GELFISH, the expert cytogeneticist labelled 400 FISH images very confidently. Labelling of signals and rejecting nuclei of one image took on average 6.9 s. This period may be reduced by almost one-third where there is no need to provide reasons for rejecting nuclei. Results of image labelling were automatically recorded and saved in a computer file. This information included the coordinates of labelled signals and rejected nuclei, reasons for rejecting nuclei, signal labels including split signals and feature representations of the signals. In addition, the number of signals in each nucleus was recorded to enable, once a statistically meaningful number of cells have been analysed, the estimation of proportion of cells with different numbers of signals.
Based on labels extracted by GELFISH, signal features (Table 1) can be evaluated and a classifier can be trained. Visual evaluation of features can provide preliminary insight into their relative merit to the classification procedure, dependencies between the features and potential causes of misclassification. Figure 6 demonstrates the application of two methods of visual evaluation to some of the features. One method is using histogram estimates of conditional probability density functions and the second using scatter plots. Figures 6(a) and (b) depict, respectively, the conditional probability density functions of the average grey intensity (I 1 ) for red signals and average hue for green signals. Figures 6(c) and (d) show, respectively, scatter plots of two pairs of features: maximum hue vs. average channel intensity and average grey intensity (I 1 ) vs. average hue. Based on the analysis of these and similar figures derived for all the combinations of classes and features, and based on feature evaluation using class separability criteria (Lerner et al., 2001b) , the merit of the features to signal classification is assessed. Using different feature representations and the classification methodology described in this work, a two-layer perceptron neural network classified FISH signals into`reals' and`artefacts' of two fluorophores with an accuracy of around 85% (Table 2 ).
Discussion
Our classifier-based multispectral dot counting system has dispensed with the conventional auto-focusing mechanism and enabled major improvements to the procedure (Lerner et al., 2001a) . However, this system depends upon FISH signal classification and therefore requires signal labelling. GELFISH is an effective yet simple and friendly environment for labelling FISH images. Both nuclei rejection and signal labelling are performed and recorded very easily. Thanks to efficient feedback, any image labelling errors are immediately observed and corrected by clicking a button.
Consisting of a few elementary building blocks, such as a list-box and push-buttons, GELFISH is a simple-to-operate graphical interface. Only a minimal number of operations, controlled by the mouse alone, are needed to complete image labelling. In addition, GELFISH presents FISH images as they are viewed and captured in a cytogenetic laboratory. Moreover, using a computer screen for labelling is much less tedious than using an optical microscope. These, together with the interface simplicity, allow the cytogeneticist to perform image labelling confidently and quickly.
As Matlab programming becomes widespread in the scientific and industrial communities, the implementation of GELFISH using Matlab has a few advantages. Matlab runs on any machine (PC, MAC, UNIX, LINUX), and hence the software and GELFISH can be made available to all. GELFISH has been used to label 400 in-and out-of-focus FISH images very accurately and rapidly. Labels of signals of two fluorophores extracted from these images were employed by an NN for multispectral signal classification, and thereby allowed discrimination between in-and out-offocus images without resorting to an auto-focusing mechanism.
Furthermore, GELFISH qualities on the one hand and the demonstrated accuracy of signal classification on the other hand (Lerner et al., 2001a, b) enable us to propose a dot counting system that is controlled by GELFISH. Instead of being a building block in a system used for training a classifier (Fig. 2b) , GELFISH can now direct the entire procedure of dot counting. In the proposed system (Fig. 7) , GELFISH operates image acquisition and analysis, enables image labelling and conducts both classifier training and test depending on the task. Training, following the collection of enough signals, is implemented only once for each cytogenetic application. Thereafter, in-and out-offocus images are discriminated using the trained classifier for each and every test sample of the same application. Dot counting in in-focus images can be then completed using a simple proportion estimation module (currently under development).
Finally, to be widely accepted as a generic FISH image labelling environment or a platform for dot counting, GELFISH has to be tested by more cytogenetic laboratories and for additional FISH applications. For this and other research purposes, GELFISH is available on request from the correspondence author.
Current and future research
Based on the accurate signal classification achieved in FISH dot counting, the aim of current research is the application of the suggested system to stacks of images, and thereby the accomplishment of the complete classifier-based multispectral dot counting system (Fig. 7) . Stacks of images have already been collected and labelled for this purpose. Proportion estimation of cells having different numbers of signals (0,1,2,¼) can then be performed and the performance (accuracy and speed) of the system can be compared with those of auto-focusing-based dot counters and expert cytogeneticists. The cost of inaccurate classification, namely the identification of a real signal as an artefact and vice versa, can be evaluated and the implication of signal misinterpretation for a specific FISH application be assessed. If found accurate in performing proportion estimation as its counterpart, the suggested dot counting method, controlled by GELFISH, will be advantageous due to the benefits demonstrated in this work.
